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GIS school curriculum music class 5/6           
 

Comparison between home country and host country  
# potential interdisciplinary aspects 

     + potential excursions 
  
 

 

competence 

the student can… 

 

content 

 

time 

 

method of curriculum 

school-specific 
supplements and 
intensifications	

voice and songs 

the student can… 

 

- Sing an age-appropriate 
repertoire of songs of 
different styles , origins , 
languages and modes while 
checking the following 
parameters : 
• Volume 

•  dynamics 

• speed 

 

 

 

- songs of varied 
subjects 

- songs of the living 
environment of the 
students 

- contemporary music 

 

ca. 20 hrs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

the student can 

 

- use his voice appropriate to the 
situation 
- Singing to instrumental 
accompaniment 
- Describe the thoughts and feelings 
as well as the musical characteristics 
of songs 

 

national anthem of 
Qatar 
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• rhythm 

• sing pose 

• breathing 

• phrasing 

• intonation 

• articulation 

- Differ tonal modeshearing 

and singing it and respond to 

the signs of the conductors . 

- Sing alone and in the group 

with or without 

accompaniment 

- Use the notation of songs 

for orientation 

-  

 

instrumental music 
The student can ... 
 
-  Implement already 
recognized familiar elements 
in traditional notation 
 
-playing on instruments for 
them typical technique easy 
rhythms and melodies and 
improvise 

 

 

- Learn playing techniques of 

the instruments used in the 

Classroom and use them 

when making music 

ca. 30 

hrs. 

The students can ... 

see themselves as a member of the 

class orchestra and listen to his 

teammates and react 

- Pay attention to the correct use and 

completion of its instrumental voice 

- Instruct simple musical processes 
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- Accompany songs and play 
simple songs. 
 
-produce experimental 

sounds 

- Use instruments according 

to their playing style 

- Counting The pace 

- Read musical notation 

- Music and improvise simple 

musical structures (eg, 

shape , sound, rhythm ) 

- Run Easy polyphonic 

compositions ( playsets ) 

-  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diagnosis / testing : Music 
Practical spare capacity in 
the field Instrumental music 
 

 

Music and Media 
The student can ... 
 
- Rate music media critical 
and creative . 
 
 

- Skills and knowledge in 

dealing with music media 

such as MP3 player, mobile 

phone , computer, internet , 

ca. 20 hrs.   

This study area is an integral part of 

the entire music education. It offers in 

all other areas of learning 
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- Use media technology in 

the context of their own 

musical activities meaningful 

and thereby deal responsibly 

with one's own health 

- Media of various types ( 

print, audiovisual, computer 

technology ) 

• To Search 

• For presentations 

• Use it in the private 

environment 
 

television, radio , CD and 

DVD are taken up and 

- Productively implemented . 

- Select appropriate media 

for the specific purpose 

- Plan a simple media 

production 

 

opportunities to develop the skills 

described . 

 

Musical Instruments 
The student can ... 

 

distinguish selected 

instruments from different 

instrument groups , rename 

and recognize the sound 

- Classify instruments in 

 

- Instrument tuition : 

instrument classes , sound 

generation , school 

instruments , rhythm 

exercises , vocal 

accompaniment 

- Orchestral instruments ( 

ca. 40 hrs.  

The student can ... 

- Describe the way of playing different 

instruments 

- Demonstrate the operation of 

individual instruments 

Listen to the sound and consonance 

of various instruments with directed 

+ 

Instrumental 

achievements of 

individual students as 

well as concert 

experiences innerhalb- 

and outside the school 

to enrich the learning 
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groups and identify their 

specific characteristics. 
 
 
 
 
 
- Musical Instruments 

• Distinguish appearance , 

sound and tone 

• Arrange into instrument 

families 

- Different forms of 

instrumental orchestration 

- Explain the role and 

arrangement of the 

instruments in the orchestra / 

ensemble 

- Tasks of 

• conductors 

• concertmaster 

designate . 

 

family of string and wind 

instruments ) 

 

 

-band instruments ( Electric 
bass , electric guitar ) 

 

attention  

 

 

- Experience moods through 

instrumental music 

- Form own musical preferences and 

listening habits. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

process in music 

lessons. 

	

Diganose / Testing : Test for 
Instrument tuition and 
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presentation of a self-
chosen instrument 
 

Music and form 

The student can ... 

 

- Follow increasingly 

complex musical 

performances attention 

-Recognize and describe the 

same , similar and different 

parts in music pieces - 

- Recognize and name 

simple musical forms 

- Identify and describe 

moods and action 

sequences in music 

- Visualizing musical ideas 

 

 

 

- Recognize musical 

arrangement means , for 

example, 

• Dynamics 

• Tempo 

• Instrumentation 

• Melody History 

- Music in its relation to 

extra-musical content 

capture ( music program ) 

- Designate forms Rondo / 

variation 

. 

 

ca. 40 hrs.  

The student can ... 

 

- Recognize musical motifs 

- Detect changes in hearing , indicate 

it in the score , explain 

- Sound patterns and structures 

describe graphically , put into motion 

- Analyse the forms Rondo and 

variation , describe and apply this 

terminology 

 

 

Diganose / testing : Test 
score values / Pause values / 
forms 
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music and movement 

The student can ... 
 
- Musical design elements 

represent differentiated by 

corresponding movements 

- Apply simple choreographic 

means and invent 

themselves 

- Perform simple dances 

 

 

 

 

 

Perform simple rhythms on 

body percussion - 

- Hearing musical structures 

differ and make it visible in 

movements 

- Rehearse dances of 

different countries and make 

 

ca. 5 hrs.  

 

The student can ... 

 

- Implement music spontaneously in 

appropriate exercise 

- Coordinating movements 

- Read and implement rhythmic 

notation and simple dance 

descriptions 

Use of movement and expression of 

his body - 

- Record Musical impulses and 

thereby control movement of 

classmates 

- Getting involved in the movement 

considerate towards his classmates 

 

Medieval Dances # 
	

musical theater 
The student can ... 
 
- recognize the interaction of 
music , scene , 

 

- Designate special 

features of the 

ca. 5 hrs.  

The student can ... 

Transfer music to other forms of 

+ 	
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choreography , stage design 
and effects 
 
 

- Different musical- 

theatrical agent (such 

as solo vocals , choir 

) in their function  

 

regional music scene 

 

 

- Actively participate in 

musical performances and 

their planning 

 

expression as pantomime , pictorial 

representation 

 

 

- Act in the role-playing game 

 

Music and characters 

The student can ... 

 

- On the basis of practical 

musical experiences differ 

students note and rest 

values 

- Read the sounds of tone 

row and chromatic variations 

in the treble clef 

- Recognize and describe 

the common keys ( major / 

minor ) 

 

 

 

 

Differ whole , half , quarter , 
eighth, sixteenth , the 
corresponding breaks and 
punctures - 
- Distinguishing major / 
minor keys 
- Dynamic Articulation 

-  

ca. 30 hrs.  

The student can ... 

 

- Apply Traditional notation and 

alternative notations 

Implement note values in a musical 

context with voice , instrument and 

movement - 

Capture and perform rhythmic and 

melodic peculiarities (eg kick , 

syncope , triad sequence ) - 

Identify and implement time signature 

, tempo and volume of a piece to be 

played  
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- Explain more characters ( 
for example, the dynamics 
and articulation ) in their 
meaning 
Alternative notation species 
detected 

 

 

 

- orientate in a simple performance 
score 

 

Diagnosis / testing : test on 
note and rest values and 
scale 
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GIS school curriculum music class 7/8 
 

 

competences 

 

 

content 

 

time 

 

methods of curriculum 

school-specific 
supplements and 
intensifications	

Voice and song 
The student can ... 

 

Singing an age-appropriate 

repertoire of songs of 

different styles , origins , 

languages and 

Tongeschlechtern - 

- Reflect the content of 

songs 

Classify songs in their social 

and historical context  

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Songs of different countries 

and times 

- Blues 

- Gospel 

- Work songs 

 

ca. 20 hrs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The student can ... 

 

- Carry out various forms of singing 

polyphonic 

- Improvise with the voice in different 

stylistic contexts 

- Describe the thoughts and feelings 

of songs 

- Analyze songs 

 

national anthem of 
Qatar 
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Capture melody, rhythm and 

structure of songs - 

 

instrumental music 
The student can ... 

 

Music simple rhythm 

patterns , accompanying 

harmonies , complex 

melodies on various 

instruments (eg, Orff 

instruments , bass guitar , 

keyboard , Cajon ) - 

- Polyphonic compositions 

run ( playsets and 

Arrangements ) 

- Knowledge of musical 

notation to apply and extend 

( making music ) 

 

 

 

- Popular music  

 

ca. 30 

hrs. 

 

The student can ... 

 

- make music in bands ( also with the 

instruments of the class ) 

- Use instruments largely safe 

according to their playing style 

- Instruct Musical Processes 
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Diagnosis / testing : Music 
Practical spare capacity in 
the field of instrumental 
music 

 

 
Music and Media 
The student can ... 

 

Use computer technology to 

meet music-related tasks  

 

- Search the Internet, 

databases and multimedia 

resources for specific 

information 

- Use various audio formats 

properly 

- Create rich media products 

such as computer-assisted 

presentations, etc. Podcast 

 

 

 

- This learning area is not 

separated from the other 

learning areas to teach 

because of dealing with the 

media is an integral part of 

the entire music education. 

The different knowledge and 

skills of students in this field 

are taken up in music 

lessons and implemented 

productively. 

 

ca. 20 hrs  The student can ... 

 

- Choose a suitable for the intended 

use and this software largely used 

independently with support , a simple 

sound system ( PA ) in the most 

important features of this website 

useful 

- Planning More extensive media 

productions 

- Information structured showcase 

- define references 

 

 

Music and form 
The student can ... 

 

- Deal safely with musical 

 

 

- Identify with the musical 

ca. 40 hrs  

the student can… 
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design mediums 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Identify and design principles 

- 

- Distinguish the design 

elements harmony and 

setting way 

Understand Contrast and 

development as fundamental 

shaping design tool - 

- understand the 

programmatic content of 

works 

 

design mediums , such as 

 

 

• Dynamik 

• Tempo 

• Instrumentation 

• Melody History 

bypass safe 

- Musical motifs and themes 

in the design principles 

• repetition 

• Contrast 

• change 

recognize 

 

 

 

 

 

implement the musical design 

elements and principles improvising 

and this trace hearing on the basis of 

practical experience in selected 

instrumental works and describe the 

involvement of the score 

- Establish the relationships between 

the content and form 

 

Music of other cultures 

The student can ... 

understand the function of 

music in selected non-

- Recognize and associate 

the sound of non-European 

cultures in songs, dances, 

instrumental music. 

ca. 8 hrs. The student can ... compare music of 

other cultures and their own culture 

and other cultures and values sound 

examples in their importance in a 

Analysis and 

comparison of music 

from East and West 
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European cultures 

 

 

 

- Identify melodic , rhythmic , 

harmonic and tonal 

particularities 

 

 
 
 
 
 
- Different typical 

instruments by long 

construction and playing 

style. 

 

cultural context. 

 

- Declare its expanded world view with 

respect to the music of other cultures 

-Develop and express an 

understanding of their own culture  

 

	

popular music 
The student can ... 

 

- Understand the function of 

popular music in his own 

youth culture 

- Distinguish different styles 

of popular music and for 

musical properties , rename 

and classify historical 

-  

 

 

- Recognizing musical 

properties such as Rhythm, 

harmony , sound 

- Instrumentation 

- Content , for example, 

socially engaged , Fun , 

Love 

 

ca. 15 hrs  

The student can ... 

 

- make music in bands ( also with 

class instruments ) 

- Try out his voice in different sounds 

Compare different styles of popular 

music 

 

 

music and movement 

the student can… 

 

Perform complex rhythms 
through body percussion  
 

ca. 4 hrs  
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- Musical structures 

autonomously detect to 

improvise in free movement 

and create their own 

choreographies 

 

 
 
 
 
- Practice dances from other 

cultures 

- A group close instruct a 

choreography and to use a 

graphical notation 

-Run movements in sync 

with the music  

 

 

 

musical theater 
The student can ... 

 

- The Opera learning as a 

high form of stagecraft know 

- Classify the emergence of 

a music theater piece in the 

socio historical context 

- Reflect the course of action 

- Detect the conflict design 

and realize the actuality 

- Explain the musical 

structure 

 

- Use appropriate 

terminology to 

• structure ( act , scene ) 

• musical elements ( 

recitative , aria ) 

• stage design ( for example, 

scenery , props) 

- do work -related 

statements on artistic 

personalities such as 

composers 
 

ca. 15 hrs  

The student can ... 

 

- Discuss the respect for life and the 

world conflict design based on a 

concrete production 

Describe the musical characterization 

of characters and situations  

 

+	
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- Play a few possibilities of 

the music for the 

characterization of people 

and situations 

-  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Explain the function of other 

musical and theatrical 

agents (eg, stage design )  

 

Diagnosis / testing : test 
about technical term and 
creation of musical theater 
 

 

music and notes 

The student can ... 

- Implement( based on 

practical experience) all 

common note values in their 

musical context with voice , 

instrument , or on the move 

Comply with notation of 

music as agreed set of rules  
 
 

Recognize the time 

signature , tempo, dynamics 

and articulation of making 

music to pieces and 

implement differentiated - 

- Read ternary rhythms ( 

triplets and swing rhythms ) 

- Read in bass clef the 

sounds of the tone row and 

chromatic changes 

ca. 20 hrs  

The student can ... 

 

- orientate himself in challenging 

musical scores 

- Carry out the chords of simple 

cadence as an accompaniment (eg 

the Blues ) 

- Detect consonance and dissonance 

as a means of expression and play 
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- Differ homophonic , 

polyphonic and heterophonic 

tones (while making music 

and listening) 

-  

 

 

 

- Selected scales ( Dorian , 

blues scale , pentatonic ) 

recognize and rename 

- Pure , small and large 

intervals in the score and 

playing instruments differ 

- Capture important 

harmonic relationships ( 

basic chords of the cadence 

) and rename the technical 

terms 

- Read change of beat 

 

 

	
GIS school curriculum music class 9/10 
 

 

competences 

 

content 

 

time 

 

methods of curriculum 

school-specific 
supplements and 
intensifications	
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Voice, song and 
instrumental music 

The student can ... 

 

- Sing a varied repertoire 

musically correct genre 

justice and memorize part 

- Apply basic knowledge of 

harmony (eg simple cadence 

) 

- Accompany songs 

instrumental 

- Treat instruments properly 

and play technically correct 

- Use traditional notation and 

alternative notation 

 

 

 

 

 

- One with an appropriate 

posture and breathing , clear 

articulation and clean 

intonation and singing 

polyphonic 

Realize instrumental pieces 

in the group rhythmically and 

tonally secure - 

 

ca. 20 hrs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The student can ... 

 

- We make music versatile creative ( 

improvise ) 

Acquire a repertoire of songs 

increasingly autonomously - 

Experience singing and instrumental 

music as essential elements for the 

development of personality - 

 

national anthem of 
Qatar 

 

Music and Media 

The student can ... 

 

- describe the career of film 

music in broad 

 

-Describe the operation of 

film music by concrete 

examples 

ca. 20 hrs   

The student can ... 

 

Realize Extensive multimedia projects 
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- Define the mechanism of 

action of music in film and 

advertising 

-- Perceive music as an 

important component in film 

and advertising awareness 

-  

 

-Add sound to film clips live ( 

improvisation ) 

 

 

 

- underlay a film with suitable 

music by using appropriate 

software 

 

on the computer , including music and 

film  

 

 

 

 

Use music from all legally available 

sources - 

- Comply with government regulations 

for its handling of music ( eg from the 

Internet ) . 

 

Diganose / testing : Film 
Project , to be highlighted in 
the functions of film music . 
 

 

Hear and understand 
music 
Music in Historical Context 

The student can ... 

- Evaluate the importance of 

- Describe the specific 

history of Western music in 

Broad 

 

ca. 15 hrs   
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music as one of the oldest  

cultural assets 

 

 

 

 

- Distinguish the specificity of 

Western music from other 

cultures 

- Detect significant musical 

genres , forms , stylistic 

features and processing 

techniques 

- Which he already known 

music rooted in the historical 

context lane 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Indicate the emergence 

conditions of music in the 

social context 

- Identify and explain stylistic 

features in audio samples 

and note images 

 

Music in the 20th and 21st 
centuries 
The student can ... 

recognize the variety of 

music in the 20th and 21st 

centuries and 

Describe music Historical 

development in the historical 

context and systematize ( 

various jazz styles ) - 

- Musical and an extra-

musical influences of their 

ca.20 hrs  

The student can ... 

 

- Apply compositional techniques 

writing down and playing music 
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capture musical and non-

musical influences on the 

development of music 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Analyze selected 

compositional techniques 

- Different forms of 

improvisation ( especially in 

jazz ) 

-  

origin 

 

 

 

 

- Implement forms of 

improvisation vocal and 

instrumental 

-  

 

Diganose / testing : 
presentation to self-selected 
famous representatives of 
jazz history 
 

 

	
 
performance evaluation 
The performance assessment of the competency-based music lessons documenting the individual learning development and respectively reached 

proficiency level of the student. It includes the continuous monitoring , assessing and evaluating student performance . The self-assessment by the student 
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and the external assessment by peers and teachers are designed for continuous feedback during the learning process . The performance assessment of 

the teacher finds in verbal evaluation or grading expression  

 

 

 

Principles 
 
The performance assessment in music lessons is intended to strengthen confidence in the performance of each student to derive individual support 

measures and to identify and promote talents. In performance assessment and evaluation, all to be achieved in the areas of learning skills are taken into 

account. 

To create transparency in the evaluation criteria, they must be the student or the student known is included in its development and application in an 

increasing degree. In music lessons oral, written and practical music services are valued. Outside the school acquired musical skills are recognized and 

may affect the instructional evaluation result is positive. 

To allow the students to engage in unfamiliar challenges to cross borders and to explore new ways there must be freedom, which remain without review in 

music lessons over and over again. 

The performance assessment in music lessons is characterized by 

- Clear destination, 

- Transparency of the evaluation criteria, 

- Involvement of students in the creation of criteria, 

- Feedback for each service rendered. 

 

criteria 
In music lessons with his variety of musical fields of activity production, reception and reflection are closely linked. Here in the review is always the 

theoretical basic knowledge involved . 
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production 
product 
- Clarity and completeness of the presentation of the statement results- recognizable intention or property, relatedness to the topic position - ingenuity , 

creativity, originality 

- Variety of vocal , instrumental and creative skills • realization of own ideas • Mastery of working methods and techniques - factual accuracy and correct 

use of technical terms 

Process 
- Degree of autonomy in the planning and implementation of work processes - efficiency of methodical exploratory search for solutions- ideas and a great 

diversity 

- Coordination of movements 

- Safe handling of instruments and voice • • the musical signs • Media 

- Endurance and concentration-active participation in exercises and design processes- teamwork in group work processes and in ensemble playing 

Presentation 
Opting for a suitable method of presentation- choice of suitable media (eg instrument, voice, computer.) - Linguistic performance- performative intensity of 

musical expression 

Reception 
The assessment in the reception ability is assessed, both music works as well as their own work results 

- To hear - to look at - compare - to describe - to analyze - to interpret. 

It depends on the ability to communicate orally or in writing to express coherently and structured. 

Reflection 

Production and reception require different skills also marked degree of reflection. These are generally included in the evaluation, the following reflexive 

skills are important: 

- Questioning and Justify of intentions, - picking up and creative use of ideas, - Describe and explain individual decisions, - activating the musical memory, 

- a review of its own performance and assessment of individual student progress, - differentiated and thorough judging the achievements of others. 
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